Supplement: Catalog Indexing and Display

Beinecke Manuscript Unit documentation of Voyager cataloging module indexes, Orbis opac indexes, and Orbis opac display labels used in manuscript cataloging:
Beinecke Manuscript Cataloging: Orbis Indexing and Opac Display [1]

YUL Cataloging and Metadata Services documentation of Orbis opac indexes:
Orbis Basic Search Indexes [2]
Orbis Advanced Search Indexes [3]

YUL IT documentation of Marc field mapping in Quicksearch:
Quicksearch Search Indexes [4]
Quicksearch Facet Indexes [5]
Quicksearch Sort Indexes [6]

Source URL: https://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/manuscript/supplements/orbis

Links
[http://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/quicksearch/Orbis-search-indexes/basic [3]
http://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/quicksearch/Orbis-search-indexes/advanced [4]
http://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/quicksearch/indexes [5]
http://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/quicksearch/indexes/facets [6]
http://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/quicksearch/indexes/sort